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The Telluride three-panel screen is
an elegant addition sure to
complemnet your interiro design. This
strudy, quality constructed room
divider surrounding interspersed
square patterned geometric colo
H: 72' x W: 59' x D: 1'

Screen Gems 3 Panel Kirkwood
Screen SG-39A is a beautiful 3 panel
room divider made of interconnecting
branches between a wood frame.
Ideal for adding a bit of separation
between spaces while keeping 
H: 71' x W: 60' x D: 1

Screen Gems Kona 1 Panel Screen
SG-377, this single panel room
divider will add elements of mystery
and nature to your modern home.
Standing 78 inches tall on a sturdy
flat base, multiple bamboo branc
H: 78' x W: 28' x D: 6'

Screen Gems 3 Panel Papete Screen
SG-363 in green. Add a spectacular
scene to your home decor with this
wooden room divider that features a
beautiful, abstract laser cut tropical
leaf design. A wonder
H: 67' x W: 48' x D: 1'

Screen Gems 3 Panel Tiva Screen
SG-364, Give your space a little taste
of the tropics! This beautiful wooden
room divider features an abstract,
tropical leaf design inspired by
nature. Using laser cut
H: 67' x W: 48' x D: 1'

Screen Gems 7ft 4 Panel Mulbery
Alpine Screen SG-367A, is designed
with a natural wood finish. Each panel
is hand-crafted with uniquely cut
wood root branches that are
individually placed to create t
H: 84' x W: 80' x D: 1'

A 4 panel screen made of patterned
wood paneling. The screen has a
unique silver metallic finish on both
sides of the screen.
H: 84' x W: 84' x D: 2'

Screen Gems Tranquility Surboard
Wall Art SGW91909 features vibrant
colors printed on a high quality wood
panel. The unique design creates a
very peaceful and relaxed feeling.
Invisible mount and hard
H: 76' x W: 18' x D: 1'
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Screen Gems Furniture Accessories has brought innovative, decorative room dividers and floor screens to consumers since 1998; has become
the leading national supplier of unique and enhancing accent furniture and wall decor, etc. full lines of accessory. With a large and varied
inventory, we are able to meet customers’ distinctive tastes while providing timely shipping options and responsive customer service!

Teton Home is a manufacturer direct distribution company based in CA. The factories are a family owned, third generation running production
world, specialist at wood, iron work in accent tables, lamps, wall decor, etc. for over 50 years. Our goal is to build Bridges between our factories
and the world, to provide the best quality goods at lowest price range!

With Teton Home’s affluent production power and Screen Gems’ permanent marketing and customer service endowment, We’re teamed up to
not only selling furniture but also making the world a better place one piece at a time with our best products!
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